ANGLO-FRENCH QUARREL IS ROW OVER OIL

SIXTEEN COUNTRIES THAT FOUGHT KAISER JOIN WORLD LEAGUE

Ten Former German Poss Remain Outside; Present List Includes 16 Neutrals, Giving League Membership of 20 Nations; Opening in June to Act On Applications of Others; Treasury Has Funds to Carry On Work.

LONDON, May 5.—The league of nations today has a membership of 19 nations, counting the British empire as one nation, while 11 countries who were at war with Germany have not yet become supporters of the league. In the 19 nations, 53 countries, neutral states who have accepted the invitation to the treaty of Versailles to declare their adhesion to the league, a membership of 24 nations has been reached. The five nations who have not yet joined the league are: India, China, Japan, Brazil, and Mexico.

TALL BUILDINGS HOOTED AT IN LONDON

Skyscraper Proposal Suggestion of Cemeteries On the Roofs.

MOUNTAIN CLIMBING JOKE REVIVED, TOO

BY F. W. MEALS.

LONDON, May 5.—Wild London hooted to-day against the scheme of the Board of Education to build a pyramid and cemeteries on the highest points of London. The idea is to rival the great pyramids of Egypt. The Board of Education is being said to be in a state of alarm over the controversy over this proposal.

TERRITORY GRABBING DESIGNS ALL HINGED ON GIANT FUEL FIELDS

English Consideration for Germany Is Due to Belief That Pars Boasts New Range of Explosives; Means U.S. Is Asked to Take Armenian Mandate; Where 1000-Barrel Gushers Are Not Discovered.

By JOHN LLOYD BALDWIN.

LONDON, May 5.—The decline of trade in England and France has been temporarily checked. The transfer of Germany to a neutral country might be that the United States will not receive the expected supply of German goods.

No doubt diplomacy will get by, and the superficial reconciliation will take place, but the fundamental differences have gone out for it to be compounded.

IRISH TO FIGHT AS LONG AS ANY LEFT ON EARTH

Another Gritish Sinn Fein Official Says Erics Will Gain Her Freedom.

BEIRUT NEEDS PAINT; SHABBY AND RUN DOWN

Syrian City Seems Beautiful From Bay; Locks Stylish Homes.

HOT MEAL PROBLEM IN BERLIN; STRENÜOUS TIME IN KAPP RULE

One British Soldier Remains Unidentified.

POLAND PRINTS TOO MUCH CASH BRITISH ASSERT

Hot Heads Return to France in Paris. The Polish Press is growing in the country. The Polish government is trying to control the Polish Press. The Polish government is growing in the country. The Polish government is trying to control the Polish Press. The Polish government is growing in the country. The Polish government is trying to control the Polish Press. The Polish government is growing in the country. The Polish government is trying to control the Polish Press.

Modern Girls Face Certain Disaster; “Platters” Called Saddest Type Of All.

Bet 1 to 200 That England Won't Go Dry

American Honey Grows Popular in England
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